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Introduction 
Using his method of fundamental sequences Borsuk introduced the notion of 
weak shape for arbitrary metric spaces in [2]. (see also [3]). For locally compact 
metric spaces Sanders [13] has shown that weak shape agrees with compactly 
generated shape which was introduced in [12]. Weak shape theory and compactly 
generated shape theory correspond to tech homology with compact supports. This 
theory can be described in terms of the in-pro-V category (see [12] and [16]). For 
a given category 59 the notion of the category in-V is dual to pro-V (see [7], [l] 
or [91). 
Dydak [6] investigated the Vietoris-Smale theorem in shape theory for metric 
spaces. In this paper we modify various lemmas from his paper to obtain more 
general results. We consider closed subsets X and Y of paracompact spaces M, N, 
respectively, and a map F: M + N such that FIX: X -, Y is closed and sujective 
and X = F-‘( Y) to obtain the following result in weak shape theory. 
Theorem. If F-‘(y) E ACh(.%!) for each y E Y and N is LC”+‘, then the morphism 
in-pro-rk[F]: a&E(X, x) + .rrkUE( Y, y) 
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induced by rhe morphism [F] : Uz(X, x) + U”,( Y, y) is an isomorphism of in-pro-Girp 
for k < n and an epimorphism for k = n + 1. 
Here ACL(x) represents an extension of Borsuk’s notion of approximate 
n-connectiveness AC” to the noncompact case. Sanders [143 obtained a similar 
theorem but which is much more restrictive because he requires the map to be a 
proper surjection. 
The Smale theorem 
Suppose we are given two paracompact spaces M and N, a map F: M --, N, a 
closed subset X in M and a closed subset Y in N such that the map FIX: X --, Y 
is closed and surjective. 
An open family U={ Uo}aeA in M covering X is said to be a cover of the 
decomposition D = {F-‘(y) A X} ,,= y provided F-‘F( U, A X) n X = U, n X for 
each a E A. 
We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Each cover U of D has a star-refinement V which is a cover of D. 
This lemma comes from [8] and [6]. They assume additionally that X = F-‘(Y), 
however it is not necessary. 
Let (XLl)aeh be the family of all compact subsets of X. (By the corollary of the 
appendix, for every compact set YO of Y there is (Y E A such that F(X”) = Yo.) We 
denote F(X”) by Y” and a map FIX”:X” + Y” by F”. By D” we denote the 
decomposition of X” induced by F”, i.e., the family {F-‘(y) n X”}yeY-. 
Let C” be the set of all pairs (V, V) such that U is a neighborhood of X” in M 
(whose components intersect X”) and V is a neighborhood of Y” (whose com- 
ponents intersect Y”) and U c F-‘( V). A directed set (C”, s) is defined as follows 
(V, V)G(U’, V’) iff U’c U and V’ c V. If c = (U, V) then we denote U by UC and 
V by V, and the map FI UC: UC+ V, by F,. 
If 2 is a (closed) subset of a paracompactum M, then 2 E AC&(X) means that 
for each compact subset 2” c 2 there is a compact subset ZB c 2 such that for 
every neighborhood U8 of .?? in M there is a neighborhood U” of 2” in M, 
U” c Up such that each map h: Sk + U”, k G n, is null-homotopic in Up. This notion 
was introduced by Borsuk (see [3]). 
Let U and V be two open families in M, UcV. We say that V is an n-refinement 
[6] of U if each partial realization of any at most (n + I)-dimensional simplicial 
complex K relative to V extends to a full realization of K relative to U, i.e., each 
map f: L+ M, such that L is a complex of K containing all its vertices and f(s n L) 
is contained in an element of V for each simplex s of K, extends to a map f: K + M 
such that f(s) is contained in an element of U for each simplex s of K 
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From now on we will assume that X = F-‘(Y). The following lemma is a 
modification of Lemma 8.2 of [6, p. 381 where it is assumed that F-‘(y) E AC”. 
Lemma 2. If F-‘(y) E ACL(Yf) for each y E Y then for each LY E A there is p E A, 
aC p, such that each cover U of DB has an n-refinement V being a cover of D” and 
F(X”) = F(XP). 
Proof (By induction). For n = -1 we take V=U. Suppose Lemma 2 is valid for 
n = k2 -1 and F-‘(y) E AC”,“(srC) for each y E Y. Let X”, (r E A, be a compact 
subset of X. By the inductive assumption there is a compact set X”‘, Q’E A, such 
that each cover of D”’ has a k-refinement covering D” and F(X”) = F(X”‘). For 
each YE Y” there is a compact subset K, of F-‘(y) such that F-‘(y) n X”‘c KY 
and that for every neighborhood U of K,, in M there is a neighborhood V of 
F-‘(y) n X”’ in M such that every map f: Sk+’ + V is null-homotopic in U. Let us 
define 
xB = U{K,: y E Y"'}. 
Since F] X: X + Y is closed, thus by the proposition of the appendix, the set XB is 
compact. Observe that F(Xe) = X”. 
Let U be a cover of De. For each x E X’ take U, E U and a neighborhood V, of 
F-IF(x) n X”’ such that every map h: Sk+’ --, V, is null-homotopic in r/,. We may 
assume that the family ( V.)x.x~~ is a cover of D”‘. 
Let U, be a cover of D”’ which is a star-refinement of { Vx}xsx. By the inductive 
assumption there is a k-refinement V of U,, which is a cover of D”. Thus by the 
same argument as at the end of the proof of Lemma 8.2 of [6, p. 381 it follows that 
V is (k+ l)-refinement of U. 
Instead of using a theorem of Kuratowski for the metric case as Dydak does (in 
Lemma 8.3 of [6, pp. 38-391, we use the following result of Morita [lo, p. 6971 
where Y is a closed subset of a paracompact space N to obtain Lemma *. For any 
open cover V in Y, there exists an open, locally finite family 9 in N, such that: 
(1) ~J{B] B E a} 13 Y, (2) $Z% n Y refines V, and (3) the correspondence B+ Bn Y 
defines an isomorphism of the nerves N( 3) + N(B n Y). 
Lemma *. Let U and V be open families in N covering the subset Y, V is a star- 
refinement of U and let U’ be a neighborhood of X. Assume that there is an n-refinement 
U, of F-‘(V) n U’ which is a cover of the decomposition D = {F-‘(y) n X},, y and 
there is a star-refinement U2 of U, which is a cover of D. Then there are neighborhoods 
U and V of X in M and of Yin N, respectively, U c F-‘(V), such that 
(L): if g: P+ V and h: R-, U are two maps, where R is a subpolyhedron of at most 
(n + l)-dimensional polyhedron P and Fh = gl R, then there exists a map k: P + U’ 
such that kl R = h and Fk and g are U-near maps. 
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The following lemma is a modification of Lemma 8.3 of [6, p. 381. 
Lemma 3. Let F-‘(y) E AC”,(x) f oreachyE Y. ThenforaEA thereisa’EA (with 
F(X”) = F(X”‘) = Y” = Y”‘) such rhatfor each c’ = (U’, V’) E C”’ andfor each open 
cover U of V’ there exists c = ( U, V) E C” such that condition (L) (of Lemma *) holds. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, for a E A there exists (r’~ 11 such that each cover of D”’ has 
an n-refinement covering D” and that F(X”) = F(X”‘) = Y” = Y”‘. 
Let c’= (U’, V’) E C”’ and let U be an open cover of V’. Let V be an open 
star-refinement of U covering Y”. There is an n-refinement U, of F-‘(V)n U’ 
covering D”. By Lemma 1, there is a star-refinement U2 of U, covering D”. By 
Lemma * there are neighborhoods U and V of X” in M and of Y” in N respectively, 
U t F-‘( V) such that (L) holds. 
Let 2 be a (closed) subset of a paracompact space P and z E 2. By U,(Z, z) we 
denote the inverse system ((U, z), [iuuv], %) in HTop,, where % is the set of all 
open neighborhoods of Z in P ordered by inclusion and iuu. are inclusion maps. 
By UF(Z, z) we denote the direct system ( U,( C, z), ICC’, %‘) in pro-HTop,, where 
% is the set of all compact subsets of Z which contain the point z ordered by means 
of inclusion and icC’ is the morphism in pro-HTop, induced by the inclusion 
1 .cc’ : c + Cf. 
Let XE X and y = F(x). Let (Xa, x),,,, be the family of all pointed compact 
subsets of (X, x). Then U”y,(X, x) = ( U, (X0, x), i”“‘, A) E in-pro-HTop, and i”“’ is 
the morphism induced by the inclusion ipa’: X” --, X”‘. Since every compact subset 
of Y is the image under F of a compact subset of X (by the corollary of the 
appendix), it follows that the system fix,< Y, y) = ( U,( Y”, y), j”“‘, A ), where jaa’ is 
the morphism induced by the inclusion jao’: Y” --, Y”‘, is isomorphic to the system 
U”,( Y, Y). 
For every (Y E A, the family of maps (Fc)ceca induces the morphism 
rm: UM(X”,X)-, UN(Y”,Y) 
of pro-HTop,. The family ([F”])aEn of morphisms induces the morphism 
[F] : U”,(X, x) + I?:( Y, y) of in-pro-HTop,. 0 
Theorem 1. Zf F-‘(y) E ACL(x) for each y E Y and N is LC”+‘, then the morphism 
in-pro-rk[F]: QUE(X, x) -, vkU”,( Y, y) 
induced by the morphism [F] : Us(X, x) + U”,( Y, y) of in-pro-HTop, is an isomorph- 
ism for k s n and an epimorphism for k = n + 1 of in-pro-Grp. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this corollary for the morphism [g]. 
By Lemma 3, for each compact pointed subset (X”, x) of (X, x) there is a compact 
pointed subset (X”‘, x) of (X,x) with F(X”)= F(X”‘)= Y” such that for every 
c’= (U’, V’) E C”’ and for each cover U of V’ there exist c = ( U, V) E C” such that 
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(L) holds. We choose the cover U such that any two U-near maps s,, s2: (Z, z)+ 
(V,, y) are homotopic rel z. 
Let k < n. Let [h] be an element of Ker q[ &I. There is an extension g: ( Bk+‘, s) + 
( V, y) of the map F,h(Sk, s) + (V, y). So there exists a map 
t: @IL+‘, s)-+(U’,x) 
by condition (L). The image of the element [h] under the homomorphism nk( U, x) --, 
rk( U’, x) induced by the inclusion U L* U’ is trivial. 
It follows that 
Ker pro-rk[F”] c_ Ker pro-?rk i”“’ 
(since the composition of the kernel of the morphism pro-rk[ F”] and the morphism 
pro- nk i”” ’ is trivial). Thus by Corollary of [16] it follows that the morphism 
in-pro-rk( P) is a monomorphism for k d n. 
Let k S n + 1. By (L), for any given map g: (Sk, s) + ( V, y) there is a map t: (Sk, s) + 
( U’, x) such that F,,t and g are U-near and so F,.t and g are homotopic. It follows 
that 
pro-quN( Y”, y) c Im pro-rk[FP’]. 
Thus by the Corollary 2* of [16] it follows that the morphism in-pro-flk[F] is an 
epimorphism for k s n + 1. 
Since in-pro-Grp is a balanced category [16, Corollary 41 we obtain that in-pro- _ 
q[ F] is an isomorphism for k S n. 0 
Let (X, x) = dir lim{(X”, xe), i”“‘} where the X” are compact subsets of X and 
the i”“‘: (Xp, x~)-, (X=‘, xn’) are inclusions. Similarly, let (KY)= 
dir lim{( Yp, yP),jPP’} where the YB are compact subsets of Y and j’@‘( Yp, ya) + 
( Y@‘, yp’) are inclusions. 
Let (X, x) = inv lim{(XT, XT), py,,} where XT E HPol, and pTA-: XT.-, Xy . The 
homotopy functor nk determines the kth homotopy pro-groups pro-?rk(XP, x”) as 
the pro-group {q(Xp, xy), rk(pyAs)} and the kth shape group &(Xa, xp) as the 
limit pro-q‘(XP, X”). We define the homotopy bi-groups in-pro-q(X, X) as the 
direct system {pro-q(X”, x=), pro-rk(i”“j} in pro-Grp. We ah0 have the natUral 
morphisms 
in-pro-?rk(X, x) + in-&(X, x)+ i;k(X, x), 
where &(X,x) = dir hm{&.(X”, x”), ‘Ijk(ipaj}. 
We now state some corollaries to Theorem 1 which are generalization of results 
obtained by Dydak. 
One says that a metric space Z E AC”(%) iff Z E ACb(YQ where M is an AR for 
metric spaces. If this condition holds for an ARM, then it holds for any AR 
containing Z. 
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Corollary 1. If F: (X, x) + ( Y, y) is a closed surjecrive map of metric spaces, such that 
F-‘(y) E AC”(x) for each y E Y, then 
in-pro--n,[ F]: in-pro-rrk(X, x) + in-pro-rk( Y, y) 
induced by F, is an isomorphism for k G n and an epimorphism for k = n f 1 of 
in-pro-Grp. 
Corollary 2. If F: (X, x) + ( Y, y) is a closed surjective map of metric spaces, such that 
F-‘(y) E AC”(K) for each y E Y, then 
in-&[F]: {ijk(Xa,xP), +,Jipp’)}+{7jk( Yp,yP)7jk(jpP’)} 
is an isomorphism for kc n and an epimorphism for k = n + 1 of in-Girp. Moreover, 
+=(X, x) and G,( Y, y) are isomorphic groups. 
We say that a space X is LC”(Yl) if for every compact subset K of X there is a 
compact subset K’ of X, K c K' such that for every point p E K and every neighbor- 
hood U of p in K’ there is a neighborhood V of p in K’ such that every map 
Sk + V, k s n is null homotopic in U. A space X is C”(Z) if for any compact subset 
K there exists a compact subset K’ such that Kc K’ and any map from Sk to K 
k s n is nullhomotopic in K ‘. 
Let (X, *) be a pointed LC”(3Z) space. We can consider X as a direct system 
(X, *) = {(X”, *), i”“‘, d} of all compact subsets of X. Assume that X is embedded 
in an AR-space M. For any (Y there is an f(a) such that for any point p E X” and 
any neighborhood U of p in X ‘(a) there is a neighborhood V of p -in X”“’ such 
that every map Sk + V is null-homotopic in U. We may assume that if (Y s a’ then 
f(a) d f( a’). By [6, Corollary 8.41 for every (Y the embedding F” : XJCp)+ M induces 
the homomorphism 
PTO-Tk[FP]: ~&,@uJ(xo, *)+ rkkU,,,(Xa, *) 
which is an isomorphism if k G n and an epimorphism if k = n + 1. Thus the natural 
homomorphism (given by the family {pro-7rk[FP]},Ed) induced by the embedding 
F:X-, M, 
in-pro-nk[F]: rk{ ux/(=)(XLI, *), ino’}+ rk{ uM(xu, *), i”“‘} 
is an isomorphism if k s n and an epimorphism if k = n + 1. 
For every (Y E A the following diagram commutes 
p,<- t
(x=,*1 - 
1 Yxr’*) 
UJp=‘(XU, *) - 
p,l(=-b 
ux/n’(x’(=), *) 
where the vertical arrows and the diagonal arrow are morphisms induced by 
inclusions. Thus we have the natural isomorphism 
[I]: (X, *) = {(X0, *), ina’}+ { UxlcO~(Xa, *), i”“‘} 
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of in-pro-Top, (induced by inclusions). Thus the composition of the morphisms 
{(in-pro-srk[F]) 0 (in-pro-rr,[l]): rk(X, *) + zk( U,(X=, *), i”“‘} = in-pro-ak(X, *) 
is an isomorphism for k 6 n and an epimorphism for k = n + 1. 
So we have the following result. 
Theorem 2. Let (X, *) be a pointed, metric, LC”(X) space. Let (X, *) = {(Xa, *), i”“‘} 
be the direct system of all compact subset (Xa, *). Then the natural morphism 
3rk(X, *) + in-pro-nk(X, *) 
of in-pro-Grp is an isomorphism for k s n and an epimorphism for k = n + 1. 
Theorem 2 implies the following: 
Corollary. Zf X is metric, then X E LC”( YQ n C”+‘(.?l) implies X E AC”+‘(.W and 
X E AC”(x) n LC”(x) implies X E C”(x). 
Now we obtain a result concerning the lifting of morphisms related to the 
Whitehead theorem in the category in-pro-HPol,. We apply this result to replacing 
morphisms of the category in-pro-HPol, whose range is a LC”(x) space by a 
morphism of the category in-HTop,. 
Let X = {X”, puti’, A} be any direct system of in-Top,. We say that the deformarion 
dimension of X is c n (abbreviated: ddim X< n) if for any a there is an (Y’ such 
that for any map f: X”‘+ P where P is a CW-complex, the composition f Q i”“’ is 
deformable into the n-skeleton P(“’ of P. 
Let (X, *) = {(Xp, *), paa’, AI and (Y, *) = {( Yo, *), q “’ B} be direct systems of , 
pointed topological spaces. Let f = ((f”), f) : (X, *) + (Y, *) be a morphism of in-pro- 
HPol,, i.e., f is an increasing function from A to B, f”: (Xp, *) + ( Yfip-‘, *) is a 
morphism of pro-HPol, and suitable diagrams commute in pro-HPol,. The follow- 
ing theorem generalizes Theorem 5.6 of [6, p. 241. 
Theorem 3. Zf in-pro-rrkf is an isomorphism of in-pro-Grp for k 4 n - 1, then for each 
morphism g: (Z, *) + (Y, *) of in-pro-HPol*, where (Z, *) = {Za, ran’, C} is a direct 
system of pointed topological spaces with ddim(Z) s n - 1, there exists Q unique 
morphism h : Z-,X of in-pro-HPol, with f h = g. 
Proof. First assume additionally that in-pro-rr,f is an epimorphism. We may assume 
that A = B = C and f and g are given by level morphisms f = (f*) and g = (g”), 
wheref”: (X”, *)* (Y”, *) and g”:(Z”, *) + ( Y”, *), respectively, which are morph- 
isms of pro-HPol, for every a E A. 
Let (Xa, *), (Y”, *) and (Z”, *) be objects of pro-HPol, that are expansions of 
(X”, *), ( Y”, *) and (Zp, *) respectively for every (Y E A. Let f”, g”, pQia’, q”“’ and 
r O1P’ be morphisms of pro-HPol, induced by f LI, g”, p”=‘, q”“’ and raa’ respectively. 
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Since ddim(Z, *) < n for a given (I E A we can find p, LY 6 /3, such that the morphism 
q”‘g”: (Za, *) + (Y’, *) factors through an n-dimensional object (Y, *) of HPol,. 
For P E A, there exists P’E A which satisfies the hypothesis of [ 16, Proposition 5.23 
(where~:(Xo,*)~(~,*)isreplacedbyfP:(XP,*)~(YB,*)andf2m+‘:(X2mt’,*)~ 
(Yzm+‘, *) is replaced by f@‘: (Xp’, *) + ( Y”, *)). We can do this because of Corol- 
laries 1.2 and 1.2* of the same paper. In the same way we assign to p’ a p”k@’ in 
order to obtain a morphism h”: (Z”, *) + (Xp”, *) which satisfies 
This morphism is obtained by diagram chasing. 
The family of morphisms (h”) of pro-HPol, determines a morphism h: (Z, z) + 
(X, x) of pro-HPol, such that fh = g. By an argument similar to the one in the proof 
of Theorem 5.6 of [6] one can observe that our additional assumption (in-pro-r”f 
is an epimorphism) can be neglected and that there is only one morphism h: Z --, X 
with fh=g. q 
Let (X, x) E LC”(.?V) be a pointed (metric) space. We consider (X, x) as the limit 
of the direct system (X, x) = {(X0, x), i”“‘, A} of compact pointed subsets (Xq x) 
of (X, x). Assume that X is embedded as a (closed) subset of AR-space M. 
The canonical morphism p”: Sin(X”, x) + (X”, x) of HTop, induces isomorphism 
of all homotopy groups. So the morphism p = (p”) : Sin(X, x) + (X, x) of in-HTop, 
induces isomorphism rkp of all the homotopy in-groups. it follows that the composi- 
tion of the isomorphism r&P and the morphism rk(X, x) + in-pro-?r,(X, x) Of in-pro- 
Grp from Theorem 2 is an isomorphism for k < n and epimorphism for k = n + 1. 
Now, let g: (Z, z)+ (X, x) be a morphism of in-pro-HPol,, where (Z, z) = 
{(ZY, *I, rYY’ C) is a direct system of topological spaces with ddim(Z, z) s n. Then 
b+$I&orem’3, there exists an unique morphism h= (h”, h): (Z, z)-, Sin(X, x) of 
in-pro-HPol, such that ph = g. Since Sin(X”, x) is a CW-complex for every (Y E A, 
for every morphism h”: (Za, *) + (Xhce), x) of pro-HPol, there exist an unique 
morphism k : (Za, *) +- (Xh(p), x) of HTop, such that h” = Sk. The family (p) 
determines the morphism h = (p, h) : (Z, z) --, Sin(X, x) of in-HTop. The morphism _ 
i = ph satisfies Sg = g (where S is the shape functor and Sg = (Sg”)). The following 
theorem corresponds to Theorem 8.9 of [6]. 
Theorem 4. Let X E LC”(X) be u pointed (metric) space and let (Z, z) be u direct 
system of topological spaces such that ddim(Z, z) < n. Then for each morphism 
g: (Z, z) + (X, x) of in-pro-HPol, there exists an unique morphism g’: (Z, z) + (X, x) 
of in-HTop, such that Sg = g. 
Lemma 3 implies the following proposition. 
Proposition. Let F-‘(y) E AC”(%) f or each y E Y and let N be LC”. Then for each 
compact subset X” of X there is a compact subset of X”’ of X with X” c X”’ and 
F(X”) = F(Xn’) such that for each C’E C”’ there exists c 2 C” such that for each 
x E X, y, = F(x) the following conditions hold: 
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(1) for each map g: (Z, 2) + ( V,, y), where (Z, z) is a pointed at most (n + 
l)-dimensional polyhedron, there exists a map h: (Z, z) -* ( LJ,. , x) such that F,, 0 h = g 
in (V,,, Y). 
(2) ifg, h: (Z, z)+ (U,, x) are two maps, (Z, z) is a pointed at most n-dimensional 
polyhedron and F, 0 g = F, 0 h, then g = h in ( U,., x). 
As a consequence of this proposition we have the following versions of Theorems 
8.13 and 8.14 of [6]. 
Theorem 5. Let X and Y be metrizable spaces. fff: (X, x) -* ( Y, y) is a closed surjectiue 
map such thatf’(y) E AC”(x) for each y E Y, thenfor each morphism in the category 
in-pro-HPol, g: (2, z) + ( Y, y) where ddim Z s n, there is a unique morphism in the 
category in-pro-HPol, h : (Z, z) + (X, x) with [f] 0 h = g. 
Theorem 6. Let X and Y be metrizable spaces and let n + 1 = 
max(ddim X + 1, ddim Y). 1ff: (X, x) -, ( Y, y) is a closed surjectiue map such that 
f’(y) E AC”(YC) for each y E Y, then the induced morphism [fj of in-pro-HPol, is 
an isomorphism. 
Remark. If a space Z is a-compact (i.e., a countable sum of compact subsets, then 
(Z, z) is the limit of a direct sequence (Z, z) ={(Z”, z), i”“‘}. Then in the above 
theorem we can conclude additionally that the morphism i of in-HTop, is induced 
by a morphism (Z, z) + (X, x) of in-Top, and so by a map (Z, z) + (X, x). 
Comments. To obtain a generalization of Dydak’s version of the Vietoris-Smale 
theorem we note that instead of taking rC as the family of compact subsets in the 
definition of AC”,(x) we can consider .% just to be a family of (closed) subsets of 
M. Then our proof of the theorem works with x satisfying the following condition: 
Let F: M --, N be a closed (surjective) map of paracompact spaces and let NE .K 
If A is a subset of M such that F-‘(y) n A E x for any y E N, then the set C = A E rC. 
If one takes .% to be the family of all closed subsets of M, then one obtains Dydak’s 
theorem. Theorems 5 and 6 can be similarly modified. 
Curtis [4] has introduced the notion of proximative local n-connectedness which 
can be described in the category pro-in-pro-HPol, and which is a further develop- 
ment of Borsuk’s notion of AC” in weak shape theory. One can obtain a modification 
of Smale’s theorem for Curtis’ notion which are similar to our Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 3. 
Appendix 
Proposition. Let F: M + N be a closed (sutjective) map of paracompact spaces and 
let N be compact. If A is a subset of M such that F-‘(y) n A is compact for every 
y E N, then the set C = A is compact. 
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Proof. Recall that in a paracompact space the notions of compactness and countable 
paracompactness agree. Suppose that there is a countably infinite discrete subset 
{c,,l n a positive integer} of C. We may assume that c, E A (if not, we can take instead 
of c, a point sufficiently close to c,). We may also assume that F(G) # F(c,,) if 
n # n’ (F-‘(y) n A is compact) and that the sequence {F(c,)}T=, converges to b (N 
is compact) and that F(c,,) # b for every positive integer n (otherwise we choose a 
subsequence). Then the set {F(c,)l n a positive integer} is not closed. On the other 
hand, it is the closed subset (c.1 n a positive integer} under the closed map F, which 
gives a contradiction. 0 
Corollary. Let F: M + N be a closed subjective map with X a paracompact space and 
N compact. Then there is a compact subset C of M such that F(C) = N. 
Proof. Let A be a subset of M which contains exactly one point of F-‘(y) for every 
y E N. Take C = A. Evidently, F(C) 1 F(A) = N and, by the previous proposition, 
the set C is compact. Cl 
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